Frontiers
with Peter Evans

Man : After 6 months she lost her balance and she wasn't speaking very well,and the doctor examined her,but they couldn't find anything,and they (indistinct) like the others had,these blood tests,but it shows nothing."

Clive Evers :  The new form of CJD,variant CJD,mainly presents with psychiatric symptoms; withdrawal,depression,in the first instance,but then gradually neurological symptoms which are common to the other forms of CJD emerge,and an individual will decline,they may become unsteady,they may then require full-time nursing care,they will become bed-ridden,they will require intensive nursing care.

Man : She was keep getting worse,she was in a wheelchair,everybody was helping her to walk over to the toilet or to the bed,but she slowed down more,and she was unable to speak then.We realised it was something serious,but we asked them and they couldn't tell us what was causing the problem.

Clive Evers :  CJD is unusually difficult disease for families to care for because it occurs so rapidly,and an individual will change in terms of their personality,and their...the symptoms that they show,very rapidly,and that will be difficult for close relatives to understand.It's difficult for doctors and specialists to diagnose quickly.With variant CJD somebody may live for around about 14 months maybe a bit longer,but clearly this is a very limited of period of time to understand what's happening and respond to the disease and to secure the help and support that's necessary.

Peter Evans : With the emergence of a new form of Creuzfeld Jakob disease,CJD,comes a huge challenge.Not just for the unfortunate sufferers and their families as Clive Evers of the CJD support network so eloquently tells us,but for researchers too.This really is a frustratingly hard phenomenon to understand.It's not the first time of course that medical science has come against a novel and devastating illness.Only a decade or so before the BSE/CJD drama, came HIV and AIDS a strange viral infection that we still don't fully understand,let alone have ways of treating comprehensively.Tomorrow,some totally unforeseen disease might arise that initially completely baffles everyone.In short biomedical research is and has been throughout history constantly struggling to make sense of the bewilderingly mercurial natural world.So far as the new variant form of CJD is concerned though,we are beginning to dispel some of the fog of novelty that surrounds this devastating transmissible brain condition.It's pretty well agreed for example that the human disease came from cows,with Bovine Spungiform Encephalopathy,BSE,they in turn had contracted it by eating food contaminated with sheep brains,infected with scrapie,the root of the whole problem.So let's begin with this look at CJD and related diseases in the sheep shed at the Institute of Animal Health,where Fiona Huston specialises in scrapie.

Fiona Huston : The first sign that normally is seen is a change in the colour of the fleece,and the appearance of the fleece and their are also subtle behavioural changes,the animal may be more solitary.They tend to lose weight.It's called scrapie because one of the main signs is that they start to scratch themselves and this gradually becomes worse and more and more intense and they spend a lot of time rubbing themselves and lose their wool and develop scabs,and they also become quite nervous,they can be twitching and trembling and later on,they start to become uncoordinated in their movements,and their gait becomes wobbly or abnormal.From diagnosis to death can take up to several months.Although the animals lose weight,they still continue to eat and drink and get around and it's not usually until they become so uncoordinated that they're having trouble getting around and feeding themselves that they'll actually die from the disease.

Peter Evans : Sheep cows and humans,aren't the only animals to develop Spungiform Encephalopathies,cats,deer and a few other species too,can develop their own forms of the disease. Sometimes these crop up naturally,as in the case of scrapie and the relatively few cases of CJD in humans before the new variant came on the scene.
Some times though the disease is caused by some unnatural practice,feeding infected sheep tissue to cows,which they pass on to people,or by using surgical instruments contaminated by the slow acting disease causing agents.

[So much for the conspiracy theory then,natural cases DO occur,and it was farmers who fed the herbivore cows infected sheep tissue.Rather than blame the government (see bse.html and fuel.html @nbci) the farmers should accept they shot themselves in the foot by profiteering -LB]

Whatever the route of infection though,it's the biology and behaviour of the agents that's at the heart of current research,what are they,how do they work,what's their progress in the body and brain and the key issue,how might we be able to combat them? 
Note that I talk about "infectious agents",not as was first thought - viruses.Paul Brown is a key researcher in the field,based at the National Institute of Health in Washington.

Paul Brown : For a long time they were thought,or called "unconventional viruses",because in many respects they behaved like viruses and in some other respects they didn't fit the picture.It was clear from the start that it was not a bacteria,because of the ability to pass through very small filters,which is a property of viruses,and ten they were called "slow viruses" for a long time,because it takes them a long time between infection...the symptoms to occur,and then they were called "unconventional viruses",and then along in the 1980s,a result of a persistent effort to purify the tissue that was infectious led to the isolation of a protein.Everybody was expecting that this protein would be a foreign protein, it was not,and everyone was expecting that the gene that coded for it would be a foreign gene,it was not,it turned out that it's a normal human gene,and in sheep a normal sheep gene,and any other species that comes down with it.So that thinking got abruptly jerked around to the thought that this might be a protein.

[So it was not the military messing with nature unleashing unknown things on human society then? Perhaps we'll also find that HIV similarly must not be of human invention contrary to conspiracy theorist's views -LB]

Peter Evans :  Now if the agent causing BSE or CJD were a protein ,it would be very bizarre. The cells in our bodies produce many hundreds of thousands of proteins,little biochemical workers,with different responsibilities.Some that make our muscles move for example,others than enable us to detect light.They are produced as and when needed by genetic instructions sent out from the cell nucleus.Proteins don't - and this is the crucial point - they don't have the machinery for making more copies of themselves,which is what you normally find in infectious organisms.Even so,in the early 1980s,Stanley Prusner,who later received a Nobel prize for his work,found evidence suggesting that a protein he called a prion,did seem to the mysterious infectious agent,although Prusner's findings and conclusions are still debated,the prion hypothesis has caught on.
But how can a protein spread itself to infect the brain? I put that question to the director of the Institute of Animal Health,Chris Bostock.

Chris Bostock : The infectiousness is tied up in an abnormal state of a protein that is otherwise a perfectly normal protein that is present in all mammals,and in some way the abnormal state can be propagated amongst other copies of this protein.

Peter Evans :  Where does the disease causing or infectivity of these abnormal proteins come from? I mean how does it differ from the way the virus works for example?

Chris Bostock : Well a virus (see world31.html and world32.html @nbci) would get into a cell,replicate its genetic material,copy that genetic material into various components of a virus,assemble that and you know,from a single infectious particle you'd then get millions and millions.The idea of the prion hypothesis is rather different,in the sense that you have a protein,which has this abnormal shape,and that in some way,as yet to be defined it can interact with another molecule with a normal shape an induce that normal shape to change into the abnormal shape.

[Note that the "shape" itself is a characteristic of the protein and not a physical thing in itself.In such a way an abstract notion of shape can pass possibly,as a parameter within the body.This kind of idea connects with work in biomathematics,where parameters of the system exist as a net by product of the system.Shape of a molecule might be one "immaterial" parameter that accounts for those things that people don't like to be reduced to a material only explanation -LB]

So this in essence is a replicative process,you get one copying itself into another,those two going off,copying themselves into others and so on and so forth.So it's a very different process.

Peter Evans :   The prion hypothesis then suggests that a rogue protein with an abnormal shape spreads itself by snuggling up to adjacent proteins to change their shape,and it's this abnormality in the shape of the protein that somehow causes disease. At the Royal Free Hospital,Mark Pepys,simulates or models the way diseases the way diseases maybe caused by proteins,arranging themselves folding as it's called [see crashbar.html and loglimit.html @nbci {The Protein folding problem} which show how this is mathematical -LB ] into abnormal shapes.

Mark Pepys : If you imagine that there are different folded states of the molecule,but they're not you know,blocks of stone,they are dynamic,so these proteins are,you know,they're unfolding a bit and then refolding,you know that they are flexible,and if you've got a form of the molecule which is the abnormal form,which is very stable and it's not doing much changing,it's more stable than the native form,okay and they encounter,and it acts as a template or something like that,or nucleates it,it'll catch it in its partly unfolded form and trap it in,you know,so it stays in the misfolded form and then another one and another one and another one,and in these things you know,it's not difficult to model how they happen,it is remarkable that they do happen and that they're so pathogenic and so infectious with almost infinitesimal amounts,I mean you know infinitesimally small amounts of this material are infectious,and lethal,I mean it is quite staggering.

[I note here that religion seems to operate like a prion.It is static whilst society changes,and passes its abnormality by being inflexible in the same way. Also note that infinitesimally small amounts of prion might be lethal,so any idea that Homeopathy must be harmless by being almost just water is bunkum,it is just as likely to do harm if such molecules work in this way -LB]

And the models are very frightening,I mean they,you know,if you cause these infections,lethal events follow,in a very tight time frame.So you know if you have 20 individuals and you infect them all inter cerebrally at the same time,they will die within a few days of each other,300 days later.

Peter Evans :   So part one in prion diseases such as BSE and CJD is the interaction of an abnormal protein with healthy neighbours Ros Ridley of Cambridge University who's worked on the inherited or familial form of CJD takes us on to part two.

Ros Ridley : Part two is that the new form,the new structure of those proteins have a tendency to join up together to form fibres,fibrules and it's that tendency that is shared with other neurodegenerative diseases.It's something that proteins do after all we've got to get from the primeval soup to solid bodies and...in evolution,and one of the things that is very important is that molecules stick together,otherwise none of us would be solid (see trickers.html ),we'd all be fluid (chuckles)! And that is a basic biological process,and any basic biological process is capable of going wrong.

[Note that "wrong" is something of a value judgement,but that it is physically wrong in that it stops doing what it would if the "right" shape. Nature is NOT perfect,and therefore cannot be of a "Perfect God".Anything that happens is natural however (see natural.html@nbci),and thus diseases or genetic imperfections are not "evil" and to be despised -LB]

Peter Evans :   So  we seem to know how prions reproduce and clump together,but what is is about these abnormal proteins that makes them pathological,causing illness?

Ros Ridley :  We know that the abnormal protein is a bad thing to have,how it actually destroys cells is a very interesting and much studied problem.It may seem obvious that it something's wrong,cells die and you die,but actually dying is a very complicated process (see http://www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/apoptosi.html).I think there's quite a lot of work still to be done,particularly because the pathology differs very much in different cases and in different parts of the brain.So sometimes the cells die very quickly,sometimes they die very slowly,sometimes you get the accumulation of large quantities of prion protein,other cases you don't.It almost seems to be a kind of inverse relationship,that the accummulation of prion protein per se,is not really the most devastating thing,it's something else,which induces the cells to die very rapidly.

[Perhaps this is because we assume cells are trying to live,when in fact they maybe trying to die as the default case,and stay alive much as in Conway's "Life" (see algo.html) by virtue of being in commune.As it says in apoptosi.html (see above),cells maybe dying to keep is alive,it maybe that stopping cells from dying maybe the problem? -LB]

Peter Evans :  The answer to the question,"what makes a large number of prions cause disease?" is we don't yet know.Another mystery and one that may have occurred to you,is "what is the normal form of the prion protein,the healthy version,doing in the body in the first place"? "Again" says Harry Baker at Cambridge University,"we're not sure".

Harry Baker :  There's a lot of research going on now,into what prion,normal prion protein does,what its role is,and there's a school of thought that thinks it's involved in for example, copper metabolism,and that it has a role at the junctions between nerve cells,and that in the abnor...in the case of prion disease,it can't,because the protein has changed its confirmation- its shape- it can't fulfil its normal function,and that what you're getting in fact is a disease of copper mis-metabolism,there's another school of though that thinks its job is to keep brain cells clear of certain toxic substances like free radicals,and when its not working properly that leads to cell death,but this is an area which is where most people are at,at the moment.

Peter Evans :  We don't yet know what normal prion proteins do in the body,nor are we sure how the abnormal form destroys brain tissue.So where does that leave our efforts to rid human and animal species of this group of diseases.Paul Brown again.

Paul Brown  : In terms of eradicating,let's say the agent from soil or from hospital instruments,that's a difficult matter,because the are resistant to almost all the things that inactivate and sterilise the usual virus,bacteria,fungus and so forth.Just to give you one example,you can put a piece of brain from a diseased animal into formaldehyde and leave it for 2-3 years,take it out inoculate a gamish of the brain tissue and it's just as infectious as it was when you put it in.Boiling also has absolutely no effect,it's like putting it in water at room temperature.So the usual conventional methods of sterilisation just don't work,and that means you have to go to steam autoclaving and very harsh chemicals like bleach or lye,and that makes it very difficult for sensitive instruments that have to be used over and over again,I mean you just don't throw away expensive endoscopes,every time you use it.

Peter Evans : Prions then are very tenacious,something that needs to be taken into account in any attempt to combat them. Another awkward feature is there invisibility to the immune system.Normally when you're infected by a bacterium or virus,cells of the immune system recognise the foreign body and start to mount a defence,"With prions" says Chris Bostock,"it's different".

Chris Bostock : These diseases don't induce a traditional immune response,so the usual tools at your disposal for infectious diseases based on the presence of antibodies to the agent don't apply,and so....

Peter Evans :  Why is that? Why do they seem to elude the immune system in this way then?

Chris Bostock :  Presumably because of the fact that this prion protein is a self protein,and so your immune system is designed not to respond not to respond to your own proteins,so even though it may adopt an abnormal shape,clearly the immune system doesn't recognise that as foreign and doesn't mount an immune response that you can use as a tell-tale sign of infection,at least if it does,we haven't yet managed to identify that response.

Peter Evans :  Along with immune invisibility and extreme durability,there's yet a third unusual feature of prion disease,a long incubation period.

[Perhaps if the genetic process is not being exploited,and the warping carries from protein to protein,there is not the usual exponential rise in the population,because two make four make 8 etc.Perhaps if a fixed population pass on the warped shape and those do not pass it on,then the population would increase linearly,giving a longer incubation period? -LB]

Some of the recent victims of the new variant CJD probably contracted the disease,originally in the mid-1980s when they ate contaminated food,the infectious agent lay quiescent, producing no signs or symptoms until now.Some encephalopathies take even longer to show themselves.

Chris Bostock :  Probably the longest incubation period has been observed in humans in the particular form of the human disease called Kuru,in Papua New Guinean indians.In that situation it has been observed incubation periods of about 40 years,up to 40 years.

Peter Evans :  Now Kuru isn't that transmitted by sort of ceremonial means,eating the brains of victims or something of that kind?

Chris Bostock : Yes the means of transmission of that disease between humans is the consumption of human bodies after death as part of the burial rituals,that there is this long incubation period during which the agent is incubating,during which the agent is replicating in non-nervous tissue before it gets into the nervous system.There are some indications that you can use chemicals to delay the process by which it eventually emerges as you know,clinical signs of disease.So there are indications that we can prolong the incubation period,and in some cases you can prolong the incubation period beyond the natural life expectancy of the animal,which you know for all practical purposes is an effective treatment.

Paul Brown  : As soon as you eat it,it's in your stomach,and small intestine,and it invades through the wall of the small intestine,into the associated lymph nodes and lymphatic tissue,and from there apparently it has a choice,and we don't know exactly which choice it makes all the time,but one choice is to go via a peripheral nerve into the brain.The other choice is to go into the spleen multiply a little while,and then go from the spleen through a nerve into a spinal chord, and from the spinal chord up into the brain.
These are the two major routes after oral infection and that's obviously the most interesting one at the present.Well you probably won't be successful at neutralising the infectivity inside the gut,you know by the time anyone realises anything,it's already through.There are two or three approaches that are rather interesting that just,as far as I know,within the past year or so have been promoted as possible barricades to the entry into the brain of the infectious agent.
One of them would act on the cells in the spleen,which are responsible for multiplying the agent before it heads up to the spinal chord and brain.I turns out there are a couple of cells in the spleen,one is called a B cell,and the other is called a follicular dendritic cell,and one is necessary for the other to mature.FDCs or follicular dendritic cells require B cells in order to mature,and they don't replicate the infectious agent until they are mature.So there are signals that pass back and forth from B cells to these other dendritic cells,and one notion is that we could block the signal,and that can be done,and it has been done experimentally,and it has a rather pronounced effect on the incubation period or length of time it takes for symptoms to show up,after infection has occurred.That won't do it by itself,because we already know that it's not obligatory for theses agents to pass through the spleen.So what you're going to have to do is blockade the peripheral nervous system as well,and that maybe a much dicier proposition.

Peter Evans : Perhaps a more fruitful approach to therapy might lie along the genetic route.Ros Ridley has been studying in detail one particular family prone to CJD,suggesting that sufferers owe their susceptibility to their genes.She's gone on to look more generally at the development of variant CJD following the BSE outbreak.
Now genes contain the code to make proteins,including the prion protein which in turn are made up of sequences of amino acids like a string of beads. (see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html)

Ros Ridley : There is one curious finding that's coming through at the moment.If you look at the general population in Britain,and you look at their prion protein gene

[So any idea that scientists MADE BSE is absolute nonsense,if the prion hypothesis is true,because prions naturally exist in the body doing normal jobs -LB]

you find that that they have one or other of amino acids at a particular place in the protein, the beads,and these are known as M or V.It turns that all the people that all the people with variant CJD at the moment are MMs that's both copies of their gene carry an M at that particular place,this is quite striking,but actually I think about 40% of the population carries that,the rest carry MV and a very small number are VV.
So it's interesting from the scientific point of view,but it doesn't really tell you who's at risk or not.I can't even promise you that MVs and VVs won't get it,they might just get it later.

[This is interesting from a risk analysis point of view too.It seems that in some sense M is "dominant" and potentially acts as a marker for those who might be susceptible.But if asked to suggest who is at risk,Ros would not say on the strength of this.I think if she did,then perhaps if people made decisions on the strength of it,then they would hold her responsible for going out on a limb. Here we have demonstrated why science has to be ultra cautious and only accept something "proved beyond a reasonable doubt" with positive evidence and also what would happen is Ros publicly made statements about the risk factor of MM (that's MM combination of amino acids,not eating M&Ms!) .This data is not definitive,and it never is,no saying "Beef is safe" is a relative statement about risk,and always will be.What should be said is "As far as we can determine-beef is safe" or "Compared to smoking-beef is safe" -LB]

Where you have two sorts of molecule,M molecules and V molecules in the same person, then the diseases process may well run in the M molecules but not in the V molecules or vice versa,so you can see that these minor changes which in themselves don't cause the disease,alter the way in which the disease progresses once it's started,so that the bits of the jigsaw do all fit together.

Peter Evans :  Unfortunately there simply aren't enough pieces in the prion jigsaw to enable anything like a sharp overall picture to emerge.Basic questions about how the agent works  still remain unanswered.But in the few short years since the CJD/BSE phenomenon,research effort has intensified to the point where one scientists told me - and this is really something your don't often hear - he told me that enough people are working on prion research and funding to support them is abundant,it's time that's the problem.However many resources you throw at prion diseases,research, like the diseases themselves simply takes time.You have to make hay slowly.
Meanwhile,people like Fiona Huston and Paul Brown are convinced that the long term answer to the spungiform encephalopathies lies in going back to source,to the well spring of these diseases that we've known about for over 250 years,scrapie in sheep.

Paul Brown  : It seems to me that the rout of all evil is scrapie,when we're talking about these diseases,and I think until recently,the notion that one could eradicate or even reduce in a major way the presence of scrapie in the world,has been a pipe dream.A number of countries have tried it,it hasn't worked,the strategies have been imperfect,and after a few years they give up,they give up because scrapie per se by itself doesn't seem to affect human health.However we now have some tools that we didn't have ten years ago.We've got tools,at the very least,we have the ability to determine whether or not a sheep is infected,that can be done either through looking at a tonsil under the microscope,properly stained for this protein or looking at what is called a "third eyelid",and we not talking about doing this test on millions and millions of sheep,we're talking about using a...you know a representative sample,sampling flocks.

[Note that this sampling introduces error,and creates a statistical probability.It is done because it's not economically viable nor practical to test every single sheep.This is the same thing done in political polling,and is why sometimes the pollsters get it wrong -LB]

Culling them on the basis of positive results,that is results which show that the still healthy sheep are incubating the illness.I think there's a real chance,currently,with these new techniques of diagnosis,to reduce scrapie to a virtually insignificant level,and that's not going to be a small or easy job,but I do think it's possible,and I think if the governments decide that this where they should be putting some money,and I personally think they should,that there is a much greater chance of success now than there has ever been in the past.

Fiona Huston : It's not quite well understood in many different sheep breeds how their genetic background affects their susceptibility to scrapie,and there's one particular genetic background which seems to be always resistant to both scrapie and BSE.

[This suggests genetic engineering or selective breeding might be useful in eliminating them.GM therefore is not an evil,but could prove a useful tool -LB]

Probably the most effective way of controlling scrapie in Britain going to be through a programme of breeding for genetic resistance to the disease,and that's now part of government policy to put into place a voluntary scheme,whereby farmers are encouraged use only genetically resistant rams,for their breeding programmes.

[Note the inherent speciesism in this.If we had only genetically resistant people to breed from this would be a moral or ethical issue.It maybe that where we are lax in animals might be where we ought to be less uptight in humans,and conversely where we go overboard with animals,we ought to be less concerned over humans.
 When animals suffer -we put them out of their misery through compassion,when humans suffer we prolong their life,and make them suffer more.When a human kills,we don't kill the human,but if an animal kills a human,we kill it.
We have double standards,if we don't have the death penalty for people,neither should we have it for animals,if we kill for compassion to stop suffering,it should apply to humans as well as animals.We would spare no expense to save a human but we are too quick to kill an animal for the least misdemeanour,even if provoked by a human. Even if there was a human death penalty for murder,and animal would be required to do the same before incurring that penalty.Animals are routinely destroyed merely because there are too many of them or because they do not satisfy some human whim.If it were humans it would be called a Holocaust,and defined as immoral. 
Note also that the prion process is peculiar to the species utilising the latent protein in the host creature.Animal testing would thus produce grossly irrelevant results.In the BSE debacle one scientist in trying to show similarity said "Cats eat like pigs- I'd put them to the left of pigs" - I didn't know eating habits was the criterion that decided species or it's potential to acquire disease -LB]

And it's calculated that with a sufficient number of farmers participating in that scheme you maybe able to significantly increase the resistance of the entire national flock with in 10-20 years. Through selective breeding - especially with rams,because they contribute disproportionately to the genetic make up of a flock,because one ram will breed with many more ewes - it should be possible to disseminate those genes quite rapidly,if enough farmers participate in the scheme.

